
 
 

DRS. SAM AND MARK BAILEY ADDRESS "PLEOMORPHISM" 
PASTOR RICARDO BEAS’ RESPONSE 

 
Yesterday Peggy Hall from The Healthy American Interviewed Drs. Sam and Mark Bailey, who 
are proponents of the theory that viruses and harmful contagious organisms don’t exist. See Dr. 

Sam’s work at https://drsambailey.com/. While the interview was taking place, I made a 
comment asking if the Bailey’s believe in pleomorphism and Peggy asked them what 
pleomorphism was. Here is the link to the interview: https://rumble.com/v54q074-drs.-bailey-

on-pleomorphism.html.  
 
As to their comment on pleomorphism, they made it sound like these are benign organisms, 
what they call the cleanup crew, but the actual definition has nothing to do with if they are 
good or bad, not that they go dormant like a spore, but that they go through a metamorphosis 
in what may a perpetual circle of evolution, they are always active and alive, but in distinct 
forms and as different organisms, and can return to the original organism form. This is not 
simply aging. It's not like seeing me at 2 years old, then 30, and then 67; instead, it is like seeing 
me at 2, then 67, and then back to 2 again. Glory be to the Mysteries of God and His Creation. 
As noted by scientist Royal Raymond Rife in my study (pgs. 50-52, at https://tinyurl.com/RBeas-
Study-Viruses): 
 
(All Rife’s references below in this video: 
https://rifevideos.com/Video/mp4/Royal_rife_in_his_own_words.mp4) 
 
"Organisms can readily change into other organisms. He classified in the whole entire category 
of so-called pathogenic bacteria 10 individual groups and he found almost definitely that any 
organism within each group can be changed to any other organism within that individual group 
by the media form in which it is grown." At minute 15:00. 
 
"Organisms may substantially change their size when they change into a different organism, 
and they could change back to the original structure. As regards the cancer microbe he found 
and called BX and which transformed into BY, the BX microbe could change to a non-tumor 
producing microbe, BY, then change back through different stages to the original BX state and 

again produce tumors." At minute 15:54. 
 
The Bailey's admit that these microbes change based on their environment; to be more specific, 
based on what they feed on (therefore what we eat, healthy or junk, is crucial to the potential 
of disease), but they believe that they are always benign and are a cleanup crew, so why don't 
they always clean up cancer, for example? It is because once the microbes' environment/diet is 
affected by what we eat and are exposed to (like toxic chemicals and chemtrails), they cause 
disease. We can look at it this way: Our friend Joe is a very nice, caring person, but when he 
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gets really drunk, he turns into a mean and aggressive individual. Yes, Joe is a great person, but 
not always, and that is what happens with some of these microbes. As Rife said, 
 
"Rife used a different media for the BX and it turned into a completely different organism, into a 
mochokids organism. In one case it turned into a fungi-type organism, but by letting it stand for 
36 to 48 hours, they could make it turn back into a BX." At minute 16:50. 
 
"The metabolism of the individual can readily change a nonpathogenic organism into a 
pathogenic organism that will absolutely produce a disease." At minute 19:40. 

 
Another incredible finding by Rife may explain what actually causes disease: 
 

“Rife sincerely believes that it is the chemical reaction of those viruses upon the unbalanced 
cell metabolism that produced a disease because he could produce in most instances all the 
symptoms of the disease chemically with no bacteria.” At minute 44:11. 
 
It was interesting how both Bailey's called pleomorphism a "concept", then said how beautiful 
it was, but made all their comments within the confines of their belief that no microbe can 
cause disease or be contagious. As I noted in my study, Rife's microscope and his ability to see 
live microbes at magnifications never reached again, with his ability to study, photograph and 
film them, and experiment with animals on them, as confirmed by the Smithsonian Institute 
(see my study, pgs. 28-36), should be a reminder to all of us on this debate on the existence of 
viruses, that the person that has seen these microbes in living form is Rife, not us, nor Pasteur, 
nor Bechamp, nor their contemporaries or anyone since (at least that is public - think DARPA). 
While all these great scientists and doctors' beliefs could be concepts, hypothesis, or theories, 
Rife's pronouncements are simply the truth, based on actual observation and study. 
 
Dr. Sam makes this last comment on the issue of these pleomorphic microbes: “Nature doesn’t 
make mistakes.” For the most part, I agree with that statement, but would add, “… the ones 
that make mistakes are us, by our actions, by not eating healthy and contaminating our 
environment: water, soil, air and food supply.” In other words, Nature/God gave us life-saving  
water, but we can drown in a swimming pool. 
 
I highly respect the Bailey’s, their work, and the sacrifices that they have made to bring the 
truth and help our vax community, I just pray that they will take the time to study Rife’s work 
more in detail to combine those findings with theirs. 
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